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Part l

Abstract

This two part article i:ntroduces and then describes a prototype datadriven parallel computer which is being constructed by the authors at the
University of Manchester.

Part 1 of the article explores the :motivation for

studying data driven systems, and devt;;:lops

based o:n data flowgraphs,

t1

comprehensive model of computing

Pa.rt 2 will describe a computer system that can

implement this model.

First of all, the means of providing pa.:r.a.Hel processing capacity in

hard.ware are studied.

Current. experiments i:n parallel c:omput:i.:ng are then eategoT:ised,

and the problems of programming them efficielitly are discussed.

TIH':

p:rogram

ccmnter is identified as a concept which hinders effective use of parallel

hardware,

An alternative scheme for program execution which relies on direct

data transfer between instructions is proposed.

Thi.s model :is then generalised

so that it ca:n handle the normal range of high level programming constructs.

A specific version of the model is proposed for implementation,

INTRODUCTION

There is an unwritten equivalent of Parkinson's Law that has been
known for years to apply to cpm:pute:r i,ystem? : nQ matt.er how large and fast a
system is produced, someone, spmewhere~ always wants one that is more powerful.

Thus it is that at a time when the potential of systems like the CRAY-!

1

has barely

started to be realised, NA$A has initiated studies of machines up to 100 times
more powerful for tasks such as aerodynamic simulation 2 and weather forecasting.
There is no doubt that other users also have tasks that are too vast to commit
to even the largest of today's comput~r.s 3 .

It is not surprising, therefore,

that very high speed computer o:rganisation l,'las become a fertile area for p:tesent•·

day computer science research, both in industry c1,nd in academia.
Although the natural improvements to technology tha.t appear each year

play an important role in increasing computing power, all new commercial and
(;::xperimental large computers novadays also embody archi tectura.l innovations
aimed at further improving their performance 4 .

These innovations are invariably

based on some form of high level parallel activity in the system hardware, either
in the form of a pipe~i11~, or a 1,eparatecl ~luster qf semi-independent processors.,
In many ways these innovations have prov~d qu:1.te successful, but in all cases

where large amounts of parallel activity are permitted; it has shown to be fa.r
more difficult to obtain parallelism from the programs than it is to provide it
in the hardware.
In this two :pa.rt article we sha.11 study a parallel computer system which
is based mi a data-driven notation designed to make it easy to specify and execute

programs in a parallel fashion.

The main si.ibstance of the article concerns :t;l-ie

hardware :i.mplementatfon of the system, but in order to justify its funda:inenta1
natu:re~ a significant section of part one is devoted to explaining the data d:dve1n

notation.

This is introduced by considering ·the natuxe of parallel hardware systt:,ms.

a.nd demonstrating the practical difficulties of keeping them :mnn:ing at full speed,.

Data driven programs eme;r;ge as a 11atqr1:1-J re;!.nterpretation of conventional programs
with parallel execution :in mi:p.d,

The final sections of part one expand the basic

· data driven notation to (f9Ver 9ond:i t:iomil, Jt(::~ative and :recursive programming
constructs, and data struct1,1res, sqch a~ a:r:r:-ay~.
In part two, a practic~l mafhip.e ptruo:ture for pa:rallel execution of data

driven programs is fir~t lij;lriv~r,

q1;l.s is then expanded to. a detailed study of

1

the prototype data driven sy~tem HW;le:n cornrt;1·uction at Manchester, including an

estimation of its performance,

Fipc+llY some possible future developments are

discussed, espe~ially w~t;h rega,:-d to high level programming of such systems.

RARA~LE~ HARDWARE STRUCTURES

The two basic parallel '1al!<;lw1;1,+e ~ti-tu;tures are the pipeline and the

parallel array.

They m~y

Py eithrr

~jmchronous or a~ynchronous structures.

Parallel computers rarely con$:lst Qf on~ ~uch structure; rather they comprise a
mixture of several kinds in fl.

hyprid ~lt.1ster,

performance of such systems for

the le~~ons

It; is instructive to study the

to be learnt apout efficient use of

parallel hardware.

Pipeline Structures
The basic pipe+in~ ~r7rueture

tS

il lµ~trated in figure 1.

Perhaps the

simplest way.to visuali~e the ~t;l,'~Gture is to imagine that each stage of the
pipeiiue·comprises ari input :!;'.~gi~t~r :followed by some combinational logic which
forms the output of the sta,geT
register

and

through the

Each st;a~e :l.s associateci with a delay (into the

c~mpinadA\nai logic) a~1d a qocl( ~rranges :for all stage

outputs to be transferred tp ihe ;!\>' io,-,ing i'J,'lpUt xegiste; after wai ti'i1g for ·. the

longest delay

in

the p;i.pelin~,

Thi;;

b

9~viously a synchronous scheme,

and h

makes sense to try and make au 4elayi, about th~ same length. ·1n some syste~ki
1
such as CRAY-1 , no registers are \lS!:;!d, i;Lnd, all paths through the combinational
•.·

'.

I

'

••

logic are arranged to be e,xactly the ~am~ tength.

In systems where the pipeline

stages are more complex, and delays of quits:: different periods occur, it may be
useful to use an asynchronous scheme :i.n which transfer to the next stage occurs
after enough time to perform the current stc:.ge activity; provided that the next

stage is ready for input.

Such schemes usually utilise an output register for

each stage, so that the current stage can commence its next action even if the next
stage is unable to accept input immediately,

Conversely, when a stage finishes

its task it may have to wait for input to arrive before starting the next one.
In synchronous systernsp the optimum throughput occurs when there is a job

for every stage in the pipeline.

t.t,

A result will then be produced every clock period~

In an n stage pipeline, this is n times faster than one complete operation

(i.e. one involving all the pipeline actions). giving an apparent speedup of n,
If for any reason it is necessary to leave a pipeline stage inactive for a period
then results will be produced rather more slowly.

In the case where, on average 1

a proportion f of an n stage pipeline is empty, the time between results is
increased to !:,t/(1-f).
In asynchronous systems the variable delay periods make it more difficult
to give precise expressions for throughput, but similar reasoning applies.

In

this case throughput is slowed down when input reiisters have to wait for previous
output to be produced.

In tlle case t~at a fraction f of an n stage pipeline is in

this state, the time between results is

!:,ti:

I Cl•-f), where !:,t·k is ·i::he maximum

average

delay of a pipeline stage.
Parall~l Ar~ St~ctures
A simple parallel array struct~re is illustrated in figure 2.

The ii{dividua)

\

stages perform relatively complex tasks and take long times (Ti) to produce ,r~sult.s.
There are several ways of arranging work for such pa:rallel ;1tructures;

as

Sometimes,;

in the CDC6600 5 , they are fed from the output of a pipeline, and the stages a:rn

given tasks in rotation simply to allow the slow processing area to accept work a:,~
a suitable rate from the fast pipeline.
asynchronous according

td

Such structures may be synchronous o:r

the nature of the pipeline.

In other synchronous sy;;t-e.;n,; t

such as ILLIAC IV 6 , the parallel stages are locked in step with one another so that
they all perform the same action a.t the same time, usually ()n disjoint sets of

data.

Yet other, asynchronous systems, such as C.mmp 7 , allow complete autonomy

in the parallel stages, except wh~n acce~ses to the common memories "clash"
with one another.
The performance of parallel structures is determined by the delays in
each stage (T 1), the number of st_ages (n), and the average fraction of idle stages
fa

(f).

The average time per result is given by 1/((1-f)_ r_ (l/Ti)), When the stages
l-::

I

have identical delays (T), this reduc;es to T/n(hf).
Hybrid Structures
Most practical attempts to use parallel hardware utilise both pipeline
and parallel structures, according as the parallel tasks are expected to take,a
long time and be independent (parallel) 1 o:r take? short time but depend on
previous tasks (pipeline).

Long paralleled tasks are typically arithmetic

(particularly multiplication and division), and complete instruction execution
(in lockstep systems).

Short, pipelined tasks are those like instruction fetch,

instruction decode, operand fetch, and even some arithmetic (for example, in.,
the AP120B floating point ~rray processor 8).
A typical hybrid structure is the CDC 6600 5 in which a pipeline for
instruction fetch, instruction decode, and operand fetch is succeeded by a
,!

.'

·!

parallel array of two adders, two multipliers, a shifter and a divider.
Utilisation of Parallel Hardware
.

.

In parallel hardware structures the main design aims.are to match the
throughputs of the connected sectio:q.s, and to arrange that a mini.mum of the parallel
hardware is idle, so that performance is optimal.

tn

mal)y of the systems that

have been built to date it has proved difficult to keep the majority of the
hardware bu:sy as required.

The problems encountered in different kinds of parallel system are
summarised in table 1.
from the optimum

As might b~ expected, all reductions in performance

occur whenElver part of the parallel hardware becomes idle.

Thus, in instruction pipeline systems like the IBM 360/91 9 , discontinuities
in the instruction stream due tq branching (especially conditional branching)
cause the most trouble.

Flynn 10 has developed a theoretical analysis showing

a sharp decrease in perform~nce as the frequency of branches increases, and
this has been borne out in practice by stpdies on the MUS computer at Manchester 11
Machines with data pipelines, such a$ CRAY-1 1 and the CDC-STAR 12
suffer from a similar problem when the:i.r data streams are interrupted.

This

typically occurs at the begining and end of array arithmetic operations and
thus causes maximum disruption when scalars ~:i.,e. arrays of length 1) are
The CRAY-I 1 also suffers from such discontinuities every 64 elements

processed.

of long arrays.
Parallel lockstep systems like ILLIAC IV are often in a situation where
there are only small disjoint; data sets on which the commcm operations are to be
performed.

This naturally leaves lar~e parts of the hardware idle, and degrades

performance.

Flynn IO has developed an analysis of this degradation based on

nested equiprobable

branching through the data set of a program.

Systems with parallel operation units, such as the CDC .6600 5 , have a
rather different problem to conte11cl with.

They must be suie that registers

contain valid values before allpwi:qg them to be used as operands for different
operation un:i.ts.

This is a

:form

parallel processor unit lev~l.

of l"emory access clash which also occuts at the

For example, shared memory multiprocess'c,rs such

as C.mmp 7 have problems with physical addr<;iss clashes during ac.cess to

memoi:/:

However, these are overshadowed by two logical difficulties in programming such
systems.
1mmber

Firstly, each com~lete program has to be decomposed into a suitable .-

of smaller program s_egments to run on the individual processors.

It is not

often easy to make these segmer1ts of similar complexity;

the longe:r seg1nents

will run after the shorter ones have finished, leaving some idle processors.
Secondly> there will often be a need for one processor to "lock down" certain
areas of memory in order to guarantee uncorrupted access to store (for example,

when implementing semaphores, or other inter-segment communications),

Attempts

to access such memory will cause either processors to wait idly until it is
unlocked,
Recent attempts to overcome such problems have led to the concept of
13 • 14 .
.
.
. .
message passing
para 11 e.l mu 1 t1processors
111 wh":.ic h p1·ogram par t·1.t1.on1ng

is still a problem, and idling can occur when processors wait for messages
to arrive.

PrE,ar_~ Regularity
It is clear from the abpve that programs must exhibit some form of
regularity if they are to perform well in a pa:rticular hardware structure.
The form of regularity required varies with the structure.

This is not

surprising, but it is problematical because the required regularity rarely
seems to exist in the necessary quantities to allow these systems to run at,or
near their optimlllll speed.

For some applications it is possible to obtain

impressive results using multiproc(;lssors, but only with a large amount of
p1·ogramming effort, especially in partitioning the program.
Ideally we would like a hardware structure in which the sole.problem~tic.91

program would be one using a totally sequential algorithm,

We attempt to show

in.the next section that this can only be obtained if we are prepared to change

our programming language conventions.

PARALLEL PROGRAM NOTATION

The underlying trouble with most current attempts to use para11el .
hardware is that they are based on traditional concepts of programming.

These

concepts a:re in turn based wholly on the serial (one-instruction-at-a-time)
von Neumann computer design.

obligatory,

In particular., the use of a program counter remains

In instruction pipelines, no attempt is made to alter the basic

von Neumann model.

In vector and array proces~ors, one instruct:i.011 may serve

many pieces of data, but only one instruction is executed at a time.

In

multiprocessors, many program counte:rs are used to step simultaneously through
sub-programs, leaving complex problems of communication to be solved.
It is our contention that the use of program counters is inappropriate
for programs which are intended to be executed in parallel.

That this is so c&Jl

be demonstrated by analysing an apparently normal segment of a conventional

pr,ogram with a view to finding operations in it that may be executed in parallel.
Dat! DeQendence in Sequential Programs
Two alternative ways of viewing part of a conventional program are
illustrated in figure 3.

The program is written in an ad hoc high level prograniming

language whose meaning should be obvious.

The illustrated program segment'

consists of a list of ass.ignment statements.
The first way of viewing the program is the conventional way, as
shown in figure 3(a).

The statements describe a sequence of exp~es~ions

to be evaluated and assigned to variables (i.e. saved in appropriate storage

locations).

Statements are executed one-at-a-time starting at the top :
I

each expression is evaluated before its corresponding assignment occurs.
Because this is the conventional view, most readers will understand the mear~ing

_ _ _ •.,_,....__,.,,;!i,;..,

of this program· by mentally executing it and determining tl1e changes of value in

various storage locations (i.e. those holding the assigneq. variables).
The alternative way of viewing the program is rather less familiar,
even though the program text remains in the same format, as shown in figure
3(b).

The meani.ng is now defined by the superimposed ~ , 'Which indicate

certain time dependencies between assignments and expressio;n--evaluations.

These ax-e called data dependencies 9 and

t1rn1.'()

a:ce two kinds shown.

arc shows assignmi:~nt (as .~neratJ.or~. of data) at

i-(;3

l,. solid

ta:U., with subsequent

consumption of that data (when evaluating an expression) at its head.,
generation of data ;nust pr,}cede its consumption,

A broken arc indicates re-use

of a storage location by p:rog:ramme:r-·dictated re-assignment.

(of the _previous data) is at the ta:: L

Naturally,

In this case the

Because of the conventional meaning of

the program, this consumption must prc0c:.ede the rm1ssignment of the variable I s

value.

Notice that no arcs in the program point upwards : this will be the

1:::a.se for all such blocks of assig1m1ents that a.re :r.-einte:rpreted by superimposing
data depend('mcy arcs.

These two ways of viewing a program constitute two different~coniputation.

It can be shown that they a.:re equivalent to one another since

tho end results of each interpretation are the same.

The importance of the

second model is that it makes it much easie:l'.' to find activities that can be
executed in parallel.

This is so because the model does not need to use the

concept of a p:rognun counter stepping through the statements and activating tht"'m

,,ne by one.

Instead~ it can use the solid ..iepe:n~1ency arcs to transmit <lata:,directl

its point of generation to its point:(s) of consumption, and arrange for th~-;;

1:t:tival of al 1 the :required data at an expression to activate the expression-

0

evaluation.

Imagining execution

place by this mechanism, it is easy

to see that several of the statements in the program of figure 3 ·are completely

independent~ and could be executed .simultaneously.
This single step of reinterpreting

the meaning of programs is all

that is strictly necessary to :make the transit:i.on f:rnm conventional computing to

data.•·-d:r-iven computing.

However~ the consequences of the change need

ref:Lrd.ng
..

.

1n at least three w~ys in order to :i.Hu:-;t:ra.t,e thfl con.s:i.de:rable potential of.

data-driven computers.

Firstly, the data dependency nota:d.on of figure 3 (h) needs improvement.

Because it is superimposed on the pTog:ram text it tends to obscure THther than
clarify the situation"

Th.is can be helped to a large extent by unfolding the

program into a two-dimensional ma.p, bLtt it then becomes obvious that the broken

aTc.s c:an represent an unnecessary impedance to parallel execution and could be
:cernoved usefully,

These points are pursued :i.n the next section which intr.oduces

simple data flowg:r.aphs.
Secondly, the number of

tY})E:S

be reinterpreted must be :i.ncrea.secL
assignments to scalar variables!

of high level program statement that can
No practical prog:ram consists solely -of

In the section--after-ne:xt it is shown that

tradi tiona.l control· structures for conditionals, i te:ratio:ns and recursions
a.11 be modelled.

ca.ti

This section also looks briefly at flowgraph representation:$

of data structures, such as records and arrays.
Thirdly, the implications of the data driven mod.el for computer arch:l.tec\:m•,0

need to be explained..

Data driven computers are very different to conventional

systems becm.1se they abandon the program counter and substitute d.ata-d:ci.ven
expression-cs\l'aluation.

Part two of this article is devoted to a complete

description of a p:rotoi;ype data-driven computer which is being constructed.by
the authors at the University of Manchester.
,§imple Data Flow.~~

Figure 4 illustrates three ways of viewing the program segment of
figure 3 in two-dimensional, graphical fo:rms.

These forms are all examples

uf d ~ .

A reorganised version of figure 3(b) is show'Il in :figure 4(a) in
which expressions are evaluated inside the cu:dy :nodes of the g:rnph., and th1;;
solid arcs are labelled with the names of the assigned v2-:i:-iabI0s.

Where ,~

value is consumed in .several different expTessi,:.ms, it has to be explicitly

copied the requisite number of times and dist:d.buted approp:dately by solid
a:r.-cs.

The broken arcs are also shown, but thei:r a1'tificial:i.ty is made clea.:t

by the ambiguity of different solid arcs with the same nmne at their head and

tail.

Some broken a.res point upwards, indicating that theil' implied :ceassignme:nt

could hold up parallel execution unnecessarily,

To avoid confusion and permit

t.he maximum amount of parallel activity it is usual to label solid arcs uniquely
and omit the broken arcs.

In a data driv,m execution mechanism, the data flows

directly from source to consumer and .so the arc names are unnecessary and no
confusion arises.

Of course, by excluding tho broken a1~cs, we automatically

abandon the traditiona1 relationship between va:r.iables and storage locations.
This seems to be a necessary consequenc.e of

01.11'

des:l.re to execute programs in

parallel.

.

. ..

u..-----

The straightforward flowg:raph can be reduced to the nrim:i.tive form of

figure 4(b) in which the nodes represent simple operato:r:s~ rather than expression·•

evaluators.

This is in effect a form of machine code for a data driven compute:t

capable of performing addition, subtraction, ·multiplication, etc.

Notice how

the copy operation needs to be part of the ordercode.

Figure 4(c) shows how the whole program segment might be viewed hy
the rest of the program.
yields

It sees a node that requires

6

input values and

2 output values which are functionally related to the inputs by the given

expressions.

In the limit, any program (consisting entirely of assignments) can

be expressed as a single node consuming its input and eventually producing its

output.

However, inside a computer it wiil be represented by its primitive form,

The graphs of figure 4 merely represent the data de_pendenc:his inherent
in the chosen pr_og:ram.
can be executed.

They give no indication of the way in which the program

This is il.lustrated in figu:re 5 for the niachine code form of

flowgra:ph"

When a program is executed, data values pass through the flowg:raph on

flc,wgraph

, ! : ~ , which are represented as solid discs travelling along the
arcs.,

These tokens always travel fx-om the tail to the head of

1.1:T1

a:r.c.,

They

may travel at any speed, independently of one another. b.:ny necessary synch:ronis:a
of tokens occurs at the head of arcs, before operato·.rs are invoked.

in the graph waits until

!!11

Each node

arc heads pointing at it contain a tQke:n.,,

this stage it is said tofu~.

--

At-.

It proceeds to consume all the incoming tokei1s

(one from each arc head) and perform the appropriate operation on th~ :i:nput

data..

After a time, it produces new tokens of appropriate value

011

the

tail(s) of its outgoing arc(s),
Repeated application of the rules for tokens$ arcs and nodes, in any
order,· and in any number, eventually yields the required results.

Figure 5

demonstrates the potential for parallel activity in the given program segment
by showing the shortest possible evaluation sequence.

It is clear that the

executing system would need at least 3 ope-ration-units in order to achieve
this shortest sequence.
General Data Flowgrap

~

It was found convenient in the last section to discard those vestiges
of the conventional model of computation that seemed unnatural in the novel,
data-driven model.

In particular, we changed the basic notation from one-

dimensional to two-dimensional;
execution;

we adopted a token-based data-driven model of

and we abandoned the traditional relationship between va:r.'iables and

storage locations.

The process of acclimatisation to the new mod.el stops at

this point, and all further refinement to the data flowgraph notation is intended
to be independent of similar refinements to the basic von N0umann model.

Any

similarities that the reader finds are due to the common influences that led to

the need for improvements in both models.
Conditionals

The first refinement is the ability to compute a value _£ongfil~l)!'
upon some predicate.

This can be achieved in a data flowgraph using a primitive

branch operator which selects one of two output arcs on which to place its fi:;::·st

input data, accordi_ng to the state of a second, boolean input value,

The two

possible firing states lead to the execution sequences .shown i:n figure 6(a),
This operator can be used to achieve conditional expressiGn,.. 2iv,1luat:ton at a
higher level.

Figure 6 (b) shows a natural translation of the high lev·el

conditional "assignment" : ABS : = · ff J,.

'»

O !~ A ELSE ·-A

Conditional flowgraphs should be constructed with caution, since t:he absence
of tokens flowing down some arcs might leave other tokens stranded at inputs
to nodes.

Conditional expressions, such as that given above., arc

that both the 'then'· and the

type.

1

1

safe I providing

else 1 expressions are given and are of the approprl.at,

Traditional conditional statements are generally troublesome and

:require substantial modification to massage them into a 'safe' form.

15

Iterations
Provision of conditional evaluation a.lone d.oes not lead to a completely
general model, but combined with Elcli_<: or re-entrant flowgraphs it proves very
powerful indeed.

For example, an iterative or ,l_o.~:e_ construct can be imple,nJented by

conditionally deciding whether to send tokens to the next block in a program, o?· to
recycle them through the curr~nt block.

shown in primitive form in figure 7.

A simple example of such a construct is

This program evaluates the factorial',pf the

left-hand input (N) given a starting value of l on the right--hand input.
achieved by repeated multiplication of a cumulative

Tids is

total Y (started at 1 by the

external starting value) by successive X values from 'hi to 1 (started at N by the
external value).

A conventional high level program to express this might be:
X: == N

WHILE X > 0 DO BEG IN
Y: : : : Y * X ;,
X: = X ·• 1

END
FACN:= Y;
This deceptively simple example demonstrates a major problem a.ss(·,c:i.a:ted

with some cyclic graphs.

It arises because one of the recycled values (y) is :not

used in evaluating the boolean condition governing the loop.

In the ca.se that,

for example, multiplication takes a long time compared with all the other'lfl'J;lm1t:tv0

opt'1rators, then it is possible for many values of X to be generated asynchron.omdy
by the loop.? causing queues of boolean tokens on arc L and Xtokens on arc M1

waiting fo:e corresponding Y tokens to be crea:r:ed,

Of course, it is essenti'al

that such queues be maintained in orde2·,, but it may aJso be desirable that they
should be limited in length, perhaps even to one entry only.

Both these require

0
-

ments can be met by slight changes to the execution rules for flowgraphs, but
unfortunately the obvious schemes rule out the correct execution of some compact
recursive programs.

This is doubly unfortunate because these programs include

i:he important class of non-linear recursions on which many high speed parallel

algorithms are based.
Recursions
An interesting example of this kind of algorithm is the following double·-

:recursive program for evaluating factorial (N) *:

FACN::::: FFAC (1.,N) WHERE

FFAC (X,Y) := IE., X=Y

~

Y

ELSE FFAC (X
· V"\ .........
D I''\i
"ti c··v
J\..,-·,!..1
- ... 2~
)

_____...

*

FFAC ( (X-:·Y) ~ 2+1 Y)

This program evaluates N! in time proportional to log 2 N, which is the fast~st known

solution,

The important characteristic of the algorithm is the way it repeatedly

splits the problem into two :roughly equal halves which it proceeds to eval1,1ate
simultaneously until it can form the required result with just one multiplication,
This kind of parallel divide-and-conquer· approach can be us6d to obtain fast

solutions to many programs : it seems essential to allow it to be implemented in
the d2,ta flowgraph model.
The basic form of a flowgra.ph program :for the double-recursive f,h-:to:rial
:l.s :'>hown in figure 8.

A new symbol (tho rectangular node) has be.en int:roduced

t,<; :1.mhc.ate a :recursive call to the named function (in this cas,:,, the p:rog:ram

There are two app:roaches to implementing such nodes.

The first

sclieme involves ma.king a new copy of the £unction flowgraph e3',ch tim-e ·t>.)kens B.rf.

"..

footriote
--

in this p:rog:ram DIV means positive integer di vision wi t'.1 no rzmaimJ.c:r .

__,"
d to 1·t 16 •
airecte

This has the advantage that hardware queuing on the

inAcs

win

allow correct execution, but has the eno:rmous disadvantage of requiring :run-time
copying of graphs (taking up both time and space in a system).

The alteTnative

scheme attempts to use a single copy of the :recursive g:raph in much the same way
as a conventional recursive procedure

seen from figure
scheme viable.

8

reuses its instruction list.

It can be

that two 1ogica.i problems must be solved in order to make such~

Firstly, there must he some means of'wrapping-up' each use of the

single graph so that tokens from different calls do not get confused with one
another.

Secondly, there must be a means for directing output from the single

graph to different destination points (for example, the two inputs to the nJUltipl-1•~

cation node).
Labels

The latter scheme has been adopted for the Manchester prototype system.
Separate calls to a function are embedded in an interface which uniquely re~el~

all ingoing tokens, and dela.bels (the reverse of relabelling) the outcoming
tokens.

It is helpful to imagine this process as

1

colouring 1 the tokens so lhat

those that logically belong together are given the same colour

17

Each token

must now carry a label (its colour) as well as its data value, and the execution
:r-ules for a flowgraph must be adjusted so that only tokens with the
cause a node to fire.

sanw

label

Since these tokens may need to be selected in a non-

determinate order, strict queuing of tokens on arcs must not be used.

To achieve

variable routing of function output, the delabelling system n1so ar-ra11ges to direct
the de labelled tokens to the appropriate points.
a.nd de label.ling mechanisms

Precise details of tl1e relabeHfr~,

18 ~ 19 are beyond the scope of this m.'t:i.cl,~, but it:<j.s

.c:,;ppropriate to point out the immediate consequences of using labels :;.s

•h

lleans of

d.istinguishing reentrant uses of a flowgraph.

Firstly: parallel and :recursive function calls a:re made possible without
c.opy:i.ng any graphical code.

Secondly, the mechanism ca.n also be npp::J.ied to iterations.

thus averting a contradiction on the need for arcs to queue tokens,

For example,

in the loop of figure 7, the tokens can be relabelled incrementally at points

C and D, and delabelled as they exit at point R.

Whichever order the rules

are applied~ the graph will achieve the desired solution.

It is also poss'ible

for the labels to distinguish elements in data structures (see below).

The

penalty to be paid for all this generality is that a label must be carried by
every token.

This seems a small price to pay compared with the otherwise

necessary runtime copying of code.
Data Structures
The above flowgraphs are a powerful set of templates for implementing the
high level control constructs : conditionals, iterations and :recu:rsio:ns.

However.,

practical languages also provide high level data structures, such as arrays and
:records, and these need to be handled in a flowgraph model.

There are several ways

of approaching this problem, but little consensus of opinion exists between
researchers as to the best scheme.
ideas that are being tested.

This section thus attemp·cs to outline some of the

The three most popular structures are recoTds,

arrays and streams.
Records are merely logical groups of arcs which go under a common
name.

They require no new understanding of flowgraphs:

1

variable 1

they a.re merely proyided

in languages as a convenience to the programmer.
Other structures are distinct extensions to the basic machine recognised
data objects.

Arrays

20 21
22 23
'
and streams
'· have been suggested because they

fit into the various data flowgraph models neatly, with

labelling.

20 23
~

, .

·o,:, w1tnout

22

In the labelled scheme, elements of an array are held on different

,:::oloured tokens which travel down common arcs of the flowg:raph.
label indicates its position in the array.

Each ,:fLement ': s

Streams are similar, but their

lengths are not bounded in the same way as arrays.

These structures seem to be successful in small simulation studiess hut they
have hardly been used in anger yet, so it is too early to say whetheT -they win
always be the main data structures.

The popularity of arrays in conventior;dl

languages implies that they are unlikely to be abandoned without very strong
reasons.

SUMMARY

This article has introduced a data-driven flowgraph notation for
parallel computing.

This was shown to be desirable by analysing the diffic1~l ties

expor:i.enced by many kinds of parallel compute1· in keeping their parallel ha:rdwa:i:e
:r0asona.bly utilised.

The nature of such parallel hardware has also been. dfscuss,Ji,,

The data-driven flowg:raph notation has been shown to have good properties
as fax as parallel execution is concerned.

It has also been shown to be general

thut all the traditional programming constructs can be modelled by it.

Labelled

flowgraphs received particular attention in demonstrating these points"
The discussion continues in part 2 of the article, in which the nature of a
computer for direct execution of flowg:raph prog:rams is described.
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Table l

Summary of current parallel computer structures showing
the program features that cause discontinuities and lead

to idle hardware.

Each type of parallel structure suffers

from any form of irregular behaviour in the programs using
it.

The key to optimum performance is to minimise the

requirement for program regularity.

Parallel Hardware

Representative

Arr.u,_g_ement

Instruction Pipeline

§y-stem

IBM 360/91
CDC 6600
MUS

Problematical

Pro_g_ram Features

Branch Instructions

.Amdahl 470 V/6
Vector Operation Pipeline

Lockstep Parallel Array

CDC STAR

CRAY-1
ILLIAC IV

Scalar and Short Vector Operations

ICL DAP

Nested Branching through Data Set

Operation Parallel Array

CDC 6600
IBM 360/195

Clashes in Register Access

Instruction Parallel Array
(Shared Memory Multiprocessor)

C.mmp
Cm*

Bad Partitioning of Application:
Lockouts and Clashes in Memory Access

Process Parallel Array
(Mes!5age Passing Multiprocessor)

CH0 PP

Bad Partitioning of Application:
Synchronisation of Messages

T'~ib.le l

lins structure.

l

to the next s,:a2.r;.,

on.e end

n.LH:,

Each stage

Ideally, each unit should be

Che ;d.peline to the other is then

th,::, p:ipel.i:ne can produce results at a. maximum Tate

usua.J. iy causes some fraction
o, '..L. t.,:nit:s to be idle,

The average

rate of production of results is then one every lt/(1-f).
· i.1es cu:e sirnihn:, but uni ts may have
G

lay:',,

Thk: above :f :igures are valid if L\,t is

ta,k.eri t,o be tbe average ntaxi:m:u:m clela.y . .
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The basic para.11 c1 a..tz·ay ;;truetur.e.

Inputs and outputs

may arrive or leave in pa:calleJ, or via pipeline structures.

Each unit buffers :its input.

The delay through any unit

is :relative1y long, but the number of outputs produced
in. any one delay tinie improves the throughput by up to n

some f:racd.on (f) of the units idle.

ln a system of n

identical units of delay T 1 the maximum throughput is 1
result per T/n, and the averag"" expected is 1 result per
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OUTPUT

A small section of a progra:11 tv:dtten in a conventional
high level programming language.

(a.)

The p:rog:r-ai11 is

viewed normally as a sequence of exp:ression-eva::.uatfon

a.nd appropriate assigmnent to a storage location.
~)_

Data dependency B1~cs arfJ superimposed on the program

to distinguish between 1:,xp:ressions that must be evaluated·

::i.n sequence; and tho.so that may be evaluated concurrently.
The. solid arcs show that data should be generated bef o:re

being consumed.

The broken arcs indicate that a storage

location (i.e. VRriable name) has been :reassigned by the
p:rog:rrunmer, and that the old value should be consumed

before b1;;dng overwritten.

The program :may be executed

by allowing data to flow down the solid arcs.

are evaluated when all needed values arrive.
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Two-dimensional data. flowgraphs representing the same
section of program as shown in figure 3.

W

A simple

re-organisation of figure 3(b) into two-dimensional
form,

Expression - evaluations become nodes in a graph,

with the solid arcs showing data paths between them •.
These arcs are labelled with the appropriate variable
names.

The broken arcs are unnatural in this form since

they illustrate sequential reuse of storage locations.
It is convenient to abandon this view of storage and
adopt a unique naming scheme for the solid arcs, thus
eliminating the need for broken arcs.
of (a),

(b)

A reduced form

The nodes of the flowgraph are primitive operators

which would be provided in the machine code of a data-driven
computer.

1£1.

A high level form of (a) and (b).

The

whole segment of program is regarded as a composite
function which consumes six inputs and produces two out:puts.
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Execution of a data flowg:r.aph.

Data values pass tl-r:rnugh

the graph as tokens, shown as black discs resting on the
arcs of the pr:imitive flowgraph of figure 4(b),
has its value written alongside.

Each token

Snapshots of the execution

of the flowgraph, following the firing :rules given in the

text, show how the computation might progress from the
initial :(Jresentation of the six input values to the final

production of the two output values.
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Cond:i.tii:mal computation in a. data flowgraph.

_(a)

'I'h,8 two

possible firing sequences for a primitive branch ope:rato:r.,
The input data token is fed onto one of two output arcs,
according to the value of the boolean input control token •

.ill.

High level condi tiom'J,l expression - evaluation for

the statement:
ABS : = IF A > 0 THEN A ELSE ··A ;

Either the expression· {A} or the expression· {-A} is evaluated,
according to the value of the boolean expression· {A >O}.
Under no circumstances can both expressions be evaluated.
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Recursive computation in a data flowgraph.

The given

flowgraph is a high speed program which evaluates N!
by recursively splitting in half the range of numbers

to be multiplied, and reentering itself, until it is
possible to multiply all adjacent pairs 1 followed by a.11

pairs of pairs, and so on until the single last multiplication yields the answer.

The square nodes in the

diagram represent parallel recursive calls to the program
graph itself.

These can be implemented either by copying

the graph each time it is reentered,£! by using a single
copy of the graph and uniquely labelling (colouring)
the tokens entering the recursive calls so that they can
be disti_nguished (see text).

This program is an example

of the parallel 'div:i.de-and-conquer' programming technique
which is important in producing high speed solutions to
many problems.

X (INITIALLY 1)

Y (INITIALLY N)

BOOLEAN

FFAC

FFAC

FFAC(X,Y) {EVENTUA~LYN!}.
Part 1 Fig. 8

Abstract

Part 2

This two part article introduces and then describes a prototype datadriven parallel computer which is being constructed by the authors at the
University of Manchester.

Part 1 of the article explored the motivation for

studying data driven systems, and developed a comprehensive model of computing
based on data flowgraphs.

Part 2 describes a computer system that can implement

this model.

The requirements for a system to execute the labelled data flowgraph
model of part 1 are first determined.

These lead to a circular pipelined

ar__,chitecture in which packages of information. repi-esenting tokenst arcs and
nodes circulate.

The detailed designsof the individual stages in the pipeline

axe described, and estimates of the syste111 performance are obtained.

Future

developments in high level software and very high performance systems are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In part one o:f this article, we investigated parf,.11.el:ism in hardware

as a means for speeding up computations.

Two basic parallel hardware structures

were identified~ the .:e_ipeline·and the parallel array.

It was shown that a

key factor in utilising such parallel hardware is the ability to express parallel
action :i.n software.

Conventional progranuning languages, based on the von Neumann

concepts of store usage and a program counter, are not suited to such parallel
expression.

Therefore, we developed a data-driven model of computing which

ma,--lf)

clear the dependence relations between data, and exposed potential parallel
activity in two-dimensional data flowgraphs.

It was noted that computers based

on this model ~ould be highly concurrent, but that they would be very different
in structure from traditional computers.
Part two of the article is devoted to a thorough study of one particular

data driven computer based on the model developed in part 1.

The system is a

small prototype machine based on an outline design proposed at Manchester in
1978

1

•

The system is currently being constructed by the authors with funding

from the Distributed Computing Systems Programme of the Science Research Council
of Great Britain 2 •

The system is expected to be operational in mid-1$81,

An abstract machine for executing programs

in the 1abe11ed data flowgraph

notation developed in part 1 is first de15cribed.

The opportunities for providin.g

parallel action in such a machine are discussed.

The practical details of

'

implement'ing such a machine using TTL technology are then studied,
,..

,·.

It should be noted that this is not the only way in which a da.ta . -dr.iven

computer can be built.

There are several other systems at comparable stages o:l:
·

development •._ In particular, r.esearchers at Utah
operational systems, and a group at M. I. T.
a machine.

5

3

and Tculouse

4

·'

·p

al:r.eady have

is about to start construction of

No attempt to compare these systems with the one de\Sc::eibed will be

3

made in this article, as the systems are based on differing types of data
driven model.

An outline system design based on a similar model has been developert

at Irvine 6 , but details of the system are not yet known,

sci

comparison is

again difficult.
The article finishes with a discussion of possible future developments
for data driven computers.

In particular, emphasis is placed on the requirement~

for software, and the practicability of building very high performance systems.

A DATA DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE

General Structure
',,.)

It is apparent from the rules for executing flowgraphs (see part 1)
that a data driven computer must be capable of the following activities:
a)

transferri_ng a token from the tail to the head of the

aTc

on

which it lies.
b)

grouping together tokens of the same colour lying at the heads
of arcs which point to a common node, and arranging for the node
to fire when all its inputs are available.

c)

execut:i_ng operators on input data, erasing the input tokens and
producing output tokens at the tail(s) of the appropriate arc(s).

These actions need to be performed continuously until there a.re no tokens left
in the graph.

In order to present data as input, and to receive results from

the computation, there must be a means of inserting and extracting tokens 'to
and from the system.
A structure which reflects the above needs is shown in figure 1.
comprises five units connected together in a ring.

It

The main traffic around

the ring is in token packages representing the machine equivalent of labelled
tokens lying on flowgraph arcs.

These are either sent to the :ring as external

j.nput or they are formed during a computation at the output of the p_rocessing u!!}~!"

They pass round the ring in a clockwise direction.

The first unit they encounter

i.s the switch, which serves the dual functions of merging the two sources of tokens
together and directing output to the outside world.
token queue .,·\lihich will hold

The second uni.tin line is the

the large 11i1mbers of tokens that can be ·

generated in highly parallel programs.

The t}i'ird unit groups together tokens

travelling to the same node with the s<;1me labels~ It is. known as'. the matching unit.
As each token arr;i. ves here,

a

n_llit.,£11..iM.. st.9..re is searched for corresponding tokens,

If sufficient of these are present,

the appropriate node can be fired, and

all tokens are sent in a &roup package to the next unit.

Otherwise, the incoming

token must itself be placed in the matching store to await the arrival of further
corresponding tokens.

Fired groups of tokens find the operation to be performed

on them in the node store.

For convenience, they are also given the address (es)

of the node(s) ~o which output should be sent when execution is completed.

The

node store thus constructs complete executable packages consisting of an operatorp
some operands, their common label,and destination(s) for the resulting values.
These packages are sent to the ,e:r.o~essi.ng unit where the required operator is
executed., eventually producing new tokens which start a repeat journey a.round

the :ring.
Notational Influences
It is important to reiterate the influence that the labelled flowgraph
notation of part 1 has in formulating this structure.
Firstly, ea.ch token carries not only :i.ts value, but also a label and a
destination (including, the place of entry to the node
side of an addition operator).

e.g. left-or :right-hand

This requires that each word of store in the token

queue and the matching store be much longer than a conventional word cont~ining
only a value.
Secondly, the matching operation requires an --,....----associative store for saving
unmatchable input tokens.

The common name used fo:r association is th_e label

and the destination (except the points of entry, which should of course differ).

To conform to the required flowgraph behaviour, the matching unit must perform two
kinds of access to this store.
same name as the incoming token.

Both a.re prece..,,ded by a search for item(s) with the
A .successful search (all matching tokens

present) is followed by extracting and deleting all matched entries from the store
and sending them to the node store.

An unsuccessful search (one or more required

tokens absent) is followed by inserting the incoming token into the store. ·
Thirdly, the instruction set of the processing unit must include data: branch~
relabelling and delabelling operators in addition to the normal arithmetic opert to:t.' .
Conventional control branch or jump orders and store-to-store instructions are
naturally excluded.
Parallelism

It is apparent that the ring structure of figure 1 is a natural candidate
for construction as a pipeline, as described in part 1,

There are no interactions

between the indi vi.dual uni ts except by sending packages around the ring,

Hence t,he

individual switch, queue, match, node-access and processing operations can be
overlapped, and may even b~ allowed to 'overtake' one another.

The sole critical

area of the system is the matching unit, where it is necessary to perform searches
of the associative store serially (but see also later).

The speed at which the

tokens can be matched together here effectively determines the pipeline delay
period, i'.lt.

Elsewhere, functional units can be pipelined or paralleled as

convenient, so as to match this period,

In the prototype system under constructit,n

at Manchester, it has proved necessary to place several processing elements in a.
parallel array within the processing unit.

All other units are composed solely

of pipeline stages operating serially at the required rate.

6

LOGICAL DESIGN OF A SYSTEM

In the following sections, the detailed designs of the pipeline units
of the Manchester data driven system are studied.
discuss system-wide design decisions.

The two opening sections

The description of the individual

units then starts in the area of the switch, and proceeds clockwise around

the ring.
p~ine Structure
The two major features of a pipeline are its delay period and its
synchronisation type.

The delay period of 200 ns chosen for the system. is

determined by the fact that TTL technology is used.

The use of modest

technology and a relatively slow speed is deliberate since the purpose of
the prototype is to test out ideas for data driven computing rather than to
be a very high speed,1production computer.

The choice between a synchronous or an asynchronous pipeline involves
a compromise.

Synchronous systems are attractive in situations where all

operations take similar times to complete, and whenever arbitration between
competing inputs is needed.

However, the problems of distributing a common-

phase clock in a physically large system mean that asynchronous communication
is often preferred.
The compromise design uses local clocks within each unit of figure l,

with synchronous internal arbitration, pipelining or paralleling,as appropriate.
Between each pair of units there is an asynchronous, unidirectional communication

link with buffering and resynchronisation at the input and output of each
unit.

Logical circuits f'or cont.roiling the input and output interfaces ar'e

shown in figure 2.

Data transfer is achieved by a:n asynchronous handshake,

using the DATA.SEND and DATA.ACCEPT signals,

The handshake i3 synchronised

to the appropriate clock at each end by a pair of edge-t:dgge:red .J-K flip-flops.

The use of two flip-flops slows the transfer down slightly, but allows resolution

of uncertainty when handshake signals change at the same instant as the synchronisi,c;

This situation has long been known to be a major source of trouble

clock.

in asynchronously communicating systems

7

The sender and receiver clock signals are taken from unrelated 40MHz
sources (except in the matching unit and processing units, ivhich use 25 and 10
MHz cycles, respectively.)

The delays through logic at either end of the circuit ,9

together with the need for 4 delays through the linking cable, imply that
communication is possible over distm1ces of up to 10 feet within the 200n s
pipeline delay period.
Data Formats
For various reasons, such as board size, connector density, expected
costs (especially for store) and expected usefulness of the system, a basic
ward length of 96 bi ts has been chosen for token packages.

As all communication

in the system takes place via the pipeline, 1 bit must be used to distinguish
between system messages (e.g. load a value into the node store) and computational
messages (e.g. a token).
are allocated as follows:

In the case of token packages, the remaining 95 bits

value field - 37 bits; label field - 36 bits;

destination field - 22 bits.

These unusual field sizes are brought about by

the method of labelling tokens and controlling data flow through program
graphs.

The largest conventionally recognisable data value is a

32 bit floating point value, and integers are

.24 bits long.

It can be seen

from these figures that the storage overhead involved in using data driven ..
execution with labelling is a factor of 3 or more over conventional fixed
storage systems,
Pragmatic arguments have restricted the maximum number of tokens that can
be matched together in the matching unit to two.

This is :not a severe theoreti~,;J,

restriction since it is possible to simulate any multiple-input node with a
primitive graph containing only one-and two-input nodes.

It is a useful practicEJ.1

restriction because it makes implementation of the matching operation feasihle

8

in the 200 ns required.

However, the efficiency o:f execution

of some functions

is reduced.

Similar reasoning has limited the maximum number of copies of a value
that can be made by a primitive node to two.

Once again this is not a theoretical

problem since a multiple set of copies can be produced from a tree of primitive,
two-output copy nodes.

However, efficiency may be affected,

These last two decisions have fixed the sizes of group packages and
executable packages at 133 bits and 167 bits; respectively.
simply token packages with an extra 37-bit value field.

Group packages are

Executable packages are

composed of two 37-bit value fields; two 22--bit destination fields; one 36-bit label
field; and a 12-bit operator field : the remaining bit is used to mark syste~

messages.

The node store has a wordlength of 35 bits, of which 3 bits are used to
ch,:;ick the validity of different types of access, and the remaining .32-bits
hold informa,tion about a node.
the store,

A node may be represented by one or two words in

The fi:rst word always defines the operator to be performed at the node

and a destination node to which the result token should be sent.

The optional

second word may define either a second destination node for the result (e.g.
for a copy operaotr) or a literal value to be used as one of the operands at the
node.

The latter ca.n only be used when no matching token has been picked up

in the matching unit :

it is useful for performing one-input functions which are

of two-d.nput form but with one input constant (e.g.
t

i

'

.

increment value which is

~

equivalent to add value to constant 1)

.!P~~ .. Qutput

a.nd the Hos·t._§;>_:s~

The prototype system is only capable of data driven co21:;e~tat_ion. It is unaMe
to control peripheral devices directly, and so a conventional

be:ing provided to handle file storage and input-output.

The

!I::.:'?.!

system is

host is attached

to the <la.ta driven ring by two asynchronous interface links (see above) to the
switch as shown in figure 3.
The prototype host machine is a DEC LSI-11 with a range of standard

9

peripheral devices, including a telephone link to

external mainframes.

It is not the ideal system for its position because of its relatively small
wordlength (16-bits) and slow speed : However,, as long as input-output traffic
is light, it is adequate.
The LSI-11 drives the data driven ring through a 16-bit parallel,i.nterface
and the 16-to-96 bit word·-expander.

It receives output from the ring via the

96-to-16 bit word-compressor and the same parallel interface.
The switch is unusual as a pipeline unit in that it must arbitrate between
two separate sources of input (fTom the host and from the processing unit).
This task is simplified by the synchronised nature of the two input buffers.
Whenever two packages arrive simultaneously, the switch gives priority to that
coming from the processing unit. In order that processing unit 0,utput is not he1d ur,
unduly, the switch operates within a 100 n s period.

Output packages are

recognised at the switch input and are routed to the host exi\ output buffer.
All other packages are sent to the ring output buffer.
The Token Queue
The token queue is implemented as a first-in-first-out circular buffer
for token packages.

The unit structure is shown in.figure 4.

The store itself is 16K words of 96 bits each (plus parity) built of
70 nS access static RAM,· The total store access time is 100 ns, and the
controller utilises this high speed by interleaving read and write cycles at
high speed so as to conswne input and generate o,utput at the required 200
intervals.

ns

If the store buffer is full when a read cycle is ready to star,t, the

controller performs a dummy read cycle instead, and then checks for inpu't arid,,
if present, performs a write cycle,

No attempt is made to change the pattern of

100 ns alternating read and write cycles.

In case this strat:;.,gy·might cause

uneven periods between packages further down the pipeline., an additional J
synchronous, output buffer stage is inserted in the pipeline in this unit.

The Matching Unit

The token matching operation :i.s the most critical part of the system.
The matching store is relatively large (16K token packages plus parity) and
must be accessed associatively on 54 bits of the label and destination fields.
Present costs preclude the use of true content addressable memory of such a

size.

Hence a hardware 'hash table' technique has been used to simulate the
10 I ' b
d on a para 1'le l .as
h h.1ng sch eme S, 9 1n
. wnc
l . h.
•t 1s ase.

. .
assoc1.at1ve
store.

several hash tables are searched simultaneously for a matching entry, as shown in
figure 5.
The main section of the unit is preceded by a separate pipeline stage
in which an 11-bit hash key is generated from the label and destination fielq.s
of the incoming token package.
matching store input buffer.

The package and key are then transferred to the
At this point a bit of the d_estination field

is examined to see whether matching is appropriate for this package.

'Single'

tokens are sent direct to the output buffer: others have a hash table search
made to look for their partner.

In this case, the hash key is used as an

address to read the 8 banks of the hash table in parallel.

The label and destin-

ation fields of all 8 accessed locations are compared with the corresponding
sections of the input package.

Successful matches then cause the matching

entry to be deleted from the hash table, and the matched pair, together with
its label and destination_, is forwarded to the output buff er.

Unsuccessful ·

matches normally cause the incoming package to be placed in'a free'position in
one of the parallel store banks (still addressed by the key).

Occasionally,

this will not be possible because all words addressed by the key will be full

of non-matching packages.
conventional app:roach.

ln this last case, the system differs :from the···

Instead of generating a new hash key and starting all

9
over again 81 , the controller sends the unmatched package to an ov~un:i t
where it can be dealt with at leisure.

It is a great advantage of t.he data

driven notation that the following packages can now be dealt with out of turn
(providing their keys are disjoint) without affecting the result of the computa:tion ,
The existence of the overflow unit leads to complicat:i.ons in the above
described operation,

For example~ an unsuccessful match cannot be placed in

a free location if there has already been an overflow for that key: instead it
should be referred to the overflow unit.
to the system from the overflow unit,

Also, there must be a return path

This is located at the input to the matdd.nf;

store itself, and provides potential competition for normal ring traffic.
Simulation studies lO have indicated that the throughput of the matching unit
is barely affected until the hash table is about three-quarters full.

This

compares favourably with other hashing schemes.
Viewed overall, the store and release mechanisms in the matching unit
alter the nature of the pipeline between input and output.
frequent than input., but contains more information.

Output isles~

Simulation predicts that

token packages arriving at 200 ns intervals will produce group packages every
300 ns on average.
of programs.

This figure does, however, depend critically on the form

The basic hash table access time is 160 ns, and the three possible

access types, without overflow, take the following times : bypass - 40 ns;
successful match - 240 ns; unsuccessful match - 320ns.

With roughly equal
-

,

numbers of each type of access (as normally expected) this yields the
average figure.

quot~d

However, a long sequence of unsuccessful match operations

will cause inefficient use of the later stages of the pipeline.
Further discussion of the performance of the matching unit is available
e 1 sew_ere
h

10

•

The Node Store
The node store is implemented as two pipeline stages, as shown in figure
6.

The first stage accesses a seg1J!~!!t table of 64 entries

which a:re addressed

by the six most significant bits of the incoming destination field.

Each

segment table entry points to. the base of a segment of the main node store and
holds an indication of the length of the segment.

The second stage of the

l ·),_

unit accesses the required node using twelve bits of the destination field
as an offset from the segment base.
an error to be flagged.

Accesses beyond the end of a. segment cause

Node entries may he one or two words long : two-word

entries are accessed in sequence,
According to the kind of node entry discovered, the node store constructs
an executable package for output to the processing unit.

Such packages are

consumed at an average of one eve:ry .300 ns (the same rate as input arrives at
the node store).

The 16K word main node store is designed for an access time

of less than 200 ns, so that it can handle programs in which up to half the nodes
require two-word entries.
The Proces~_ing Unit
A consequence of designing a prototype computer system is that all

design decisions need to be maximally flexible.

to expect changes to the instruction set.

In particular, it is prudent

It was thus decided that a

microprogrammable processing unit should be developed.

Because flexible

microprogramming is relatively slow, it has proved necessary to use a parallel
array of J?!OCes_sing elements within this unit to maintain the required throughput

(by processing one executable package every 300 ns).

The structure of the unit

is illustrated in figure 7.
The first pipeline stage executes certain high speed (200 ~~) operations
which cannot be performed within the array.

These operations control' :ihe· generation

of activity names in the system and allow performance statisdcs

to

'',.,

be gathered.

Further deta:i.1 of their operation is beyond the scope of this paper,
The main processing area comprises the parallel array of processing
elements with appropriate input and output buffers.

Each element is built,

around a 24-bit arithmetic unit constructed from 4-bit AMD2900 series bit-. _.,
sliced microprocessors.

This is controlled by a m:icroprog:ra.m controller

with

a writable microcode store to achieve the required, flexible instruction set.
The microcycle time for a processing element is 200 ns, and :instruction execution

periods vary from 5 to upwa:eds of 50 ni~:rocycles,

The average expected execution

time for a processing element is 4,5 11s per operation,
elements required to maintain the throughput

300 ns is 4.5/0.3 = 15.

tlt

HenGe the number of

one executable package every

A number :l.arge:r: than this will lead to. a high fraction.

of idle elements because t.he pipeline cannot provide input quickly enough to

keep them busy,

A smaller numbeT wiH lead t.o a general slowing down of the

system because the array cannot COfie with .i.nput as fast as the pipeline can pro";lidc:
it.

When a package is executed, it may produce zero» one or two token
packages,

The expect.ed combination of these diffe:rent behaviours is such that

the average· consumption of executable packages once every 300 ns will lead tci

an average production of token packages once every 200 ns.
To simplify the problems of distributing a.nd collecting packages to and

from the processing elements, the processing unit is synchronised to a relatively
slow (10 MHz) clock.
advance, and then

Each distribution or arbitration cycle is selected in

e::ecuted in synchrony with this clock.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The most important feature of the pipeline described above is ti1~t all
. ~;

the pipeline stages (from buffer to buffer) are independent.· Each one relies

only on its foput and its internal store.

Thus the performance of the
.

,,

~y~tem
.

is determined by the ove:rnl l amount of work with which it is provided' (in
,;

the form of token packages),

together with the ~.erag~ timing· cha:r.act''eri.sti~s

of the pipeline.
The average delay times associated with the various pipeline stages y:ie1st

a maximum processing :rate of one exeeu.table package every .300 ris,

apprcximation that

011.e

Using the

executable package is equivalent to a conventional

machine instruction in a comparable process,Jr (32 bit wordlength and floating
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point operations), this gives a. throughput of roughly 3. 3 MIPS (million instruction~,
per second).

In terms of useful floating point operations, this has been

found to be equivalent to about L 1 MFLOPS for one machine-coded example.

It must be stressed, however, that these are maximum rates, :which rely
on uniform program behaviour at various stages of the pipeline,

Three secondary

factors will cause degradation of performance from the optimum.

First of these

is a long sequence of unmatchable tokens arriving at the matching unit.

High

performance rests on there being an equal mix of one- and two-!i.nput nodes in
the program and a smooth distribution of matching store accesses resulting from
them.

Secondly the node store should receive no more than half its total

requests for double-length entries.

These are typically used for instructions-

wi.th-literals and copy-operations, and occur quite frequently in practice.
Thirdly, the processing unit requires an even mix of different kinds of
executable package to maintain the average execution period.

A long seqµence

of lengthy instructions (e.g. floating point division) will lower the throughput.
The exact effects of these factors have not yet been determined, bµt
they are expected to be :relatively small when compared with the primary problem
of providing enough work to ke~p the whole pipeline busy.

Given an average,

well-behaved program~ it can be seen from the diagrams that there are a total
of 16 pipeline stages plus 15 processing elements to keep occupied if maximum
throughput is to be achieved.
at least 31.

Thus the program must provide parallelism of

The measurement of parallelism in programs is an open "problem

. h l1as receive
. d recent attention
.
11, 12
wh 1c

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Although the authors' research group at Manchester University is engrossed
in the practical details of machine implementation at the moment, there has

been time to look forward to future challenges when the system is completed
in 1981. Two interesting areas of study are emerging.

The first is the

development of richly expressive and yet efficiently translatable high level
prograimning languages for data driven systems.

The second is the realisation

of an extensible computer whose power may be increased without (theoretical)
limit simply by the addition of more and more hardware modules,

High Level Software

It is no longer possible to design computer systems without thought for
the programs they are intended to run, and most programs are nowadays written
in high level languages.

Consequently, many machines, including data driven

ones, are des.igned around specific languages 4 ' 6 , and others, including our own,
are developed in close conjunction with a programming discipline
part one of this article).

13

(see also

For general purpose systems there is a broader

requirement to run a wide variety of different languages, and it is interesting
to see how versatile the data driven system can be in implementing them.

It

is convenient to classify languages into three groups for this purpose.
The first group comprises those languages developed around data flowgraphs,
.
4 ' 6 ' 13
usually for high speed parallel computing

These are expression-

orientated, or single-assignment languages with a parallel semantics based on
a data driven view of execution.

Of course, they are therefore a:n'atural high

level vehicle for data driven computers : part one of this article illustrated
the ease of translation into graphical machine code.
The second group presents more challenges.

It .consists of the traditional"

von Neumann languages with their semantics based on variables in fixed stora·ge
locations and sequential execution of statements.

Sequential flowgraphs for

16

for such programs can be generated by a. straightforward, if somewhat tedious,
.

trans 1 ation

14

•

However, the challenge is to unwind the sequential execution

completely so that as much work

as

possible is done in parallel.

the use of sophisticated loop unravelling techniques

This requires

15 16
.
' , together with flow

analysis.
The third group is composed of languages whose semantics are purely
mathematical, and not based on any particular view of the execution of programs
written in them.

These are mainly founded on the theory of mathematical functiom~

7
. h t h e important
.
.
( t1e
exception
of t h e 1anguage I,uc1· d l ,
1 1 ambda ca 1 cu 1us ) , wit

which is based on an algebra of histories.

Because these languages are not

machine-orientated, they are difficult to implement efficiently on conventional
computers.

The principal problem is that of minimising the amount of computation

performed.

Although the problem is also present for data driven implementations,

there are some indications that the parallelism that can be exploited in
data driven systems allows rapid execution of functional programs.
At present, high level software for data driven systems is at an early,
experimental stage.

Pilot compilers for all three groups of languages have

been written, but there is no clear indication of an 'optimal' language amongst
them.

Our personal feeling is that languages based on the Von Neumann model

are inappropriate for highly parallel algorithm specification.'
Extensible Hardware
The data driven notation was developed in part one as a means for expressing
h_ighly parallel computational acti.vi ty.

However, the archi'tecttire described

in part two is limited as to the amount of parallelism it can exploit by the
need for sequential token matching within a serial pipeline.

We <lisco,rer~d

earlier that the prototype system has just over thirty-fold hardware

para1lihsm.

Hence problems with much_ greater amounts of parallelism in them will still :r.un
relatively slowly.

Two possible improvements to the prototype architecture

may allow much higher rates of computation in future.

The fi:rst improvement would not alter the basic pipeline st:ructure at
a,11, but aims to increase throughput by making the primitive machine operations
much more substantial than the simple arithmetic operators suggested in part
one.

Each executable package could then represent a much larger fraction of

the whole computat:ion., and the fixed :rate of package execution would increase
the overall processing rate.

This might :·.:equire a larger complement of more

complex processing elements~ but the biggest difficulty would be deciding which
powerful 'primitive' operations should be included in the instruction set.
The second improvement involves changing the system structure so that
several serial pipelines can operate s:i.multaneously in a parallel array.
The nature of the matching operation means that tokens with 'similar 1 colours
and destinations could be isolated in separate pipelines, as long as the output
from any processing unit can reach the input to any matching unit.
to be feasible with

This proves

relatively low cost in time or hardware complexity

because of the unidirectional nature of the pipeline.

The resulting system has

a number of pipelined 'ring' structures connected in layers to a much extended

switch unit, as shown in figure 8.
as the logarithm of the number

The time delay through the switch increases

of rings.

The consequences of this multila.yered stTucture are far-reachj_ng.

It

seems capable of indefinite ,~xpansion~ providing continually increasing computing
power for problems ·with enough parallelism to keep the hardware busy,

Of

course, thel'e are many pTactical difficulties which are largely concerned with
the problems of distributing work evenly between the layers of the system.
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CONCLUSIONS

Starting with the view that.the speed of computation for some problems
needs to be much higher than is presently available, and that the best hope
of achieving the required speeds is via the use of parallel hardware, this
article has developed a novel parallel computer. architecture with some interesting
properties.

The architecture is based on a data driven, graphical model of

computation in which program description and execution are viewed in twodimensions rather than one.

A prototype system is currently under construct:i.on,

using low-key technology, and yet capable of executing about three million
instructions per second.
It is expected that some alteration in programming techniques will be needed
to use this kind of system effectively.

However, the changes may be of a kind that

are already being introduced for reasons of reliability, portability and
maintainability of software.· If the anticipated increases in throughput can be
achieved in multilayered data driven structures, it is likely that the required
changes will be a minor obstacle to the development of such systems.
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Figure l
Outline of a data driven computer.
ring.

The five major units communicate via a

The main unit of information is a token package which comprises a data

value, a label, and a pointer to the destination node.
in the matching unit.

Tokens are grouped together

When sufficient of them have arrived to fire a node,

the appropriate group package finds its destination node description in the node
store,

An executable package, containing an operator, all its operands, a label,

and pointer(s) to further destination node(s), is then sent to the processing
unit for execution.

External input/output is handled by the switch.

tokens are saved in the token queue.
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Figure 2
Inter-unit pipeline communication circuit.
clock to which internal events are synchronised.

Each unit has its own local
Transfer between units is

asynchronous and is synchronised to the appropriate clocks at each end by the
circuit shown.

Data is transmitted from the output buffer of unit A to the

input buffer of unit Busing a handshake between the DATA.SEND and DATA.ACCEPT
signals.

The circuits are initialised by the RESET signal which is passed around

the pipeline from the host.
The packages used are 74 series TTL, as follows:
4 i/p NANO line drivers
2

i/p AND gates

74S140
74S08

edge-triggered J-K flip-flops

74S112

buffer registers
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Figure 3
The host-system to data-flow-ring interface.
computer drives the ring via the switch module.

The LSI-11 front-end

The multiplexer and demultiplexer

are needed to convert between the 16 bit host wordlength and the 96 bit token
package length.

The host then mimics any other pipeline unit with asynchronous

input and output communication links.

The switch arbitrates between competing

inputs internally and synchronouslyJ and avoids the problems of asynchronous
arbitration.

Figure 3 key:
double dotted lines represent asynchronous communications links.
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The token queue.

Highly parallel programs may generate a large number

of tokens, many of which need to be held temporarily in this buffer.

The

basis of the unit is a 16K word circular queue of 100 ns access time.
Alternate attempts are made to read and write the store a.t the head and tail
of the queue, respectively.

An empty store, or an absence of input, causes

the read or write cycle to be postponed for 200 ns.

Irregular output is

smoothed by the extra, synchronous buffer stage.

Figure 4 key:
double dotted lines represent asynchronous communications links.
single dotted lines represent control signals.
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Figure 5
The matching unit.

This critical area of the system contains two pipeline

stages and a parallel overflow unit.

The main matching store comprises an 8

by 2K word parallel hash table (see text),
preceding pipeline stage.

The hash key is generated in the

Accesses to the store may be successful or unsuccessful

Successfully matched tokens are extracted and deleted from the store, and are sent
to the node store via the output buffer.
to a spare location in the table.

Unsuccessful tokens are usually written

In the event of overflow from a hash line,

the token is referred to a separate overflow unit,

Providing they have disjoint

hash keys, further tokens may be handled by the matching unit before the outcome
of an overflow access is known.

Output from the unit occurs once every 300 ns

on average.

Figure 5 key:
double dotted lines represent asynchronous connnunications links.
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Figure 6
The node store.

This unit comprises two separate pipeline stages.

The first

stage accesses a segment descriptor from a 64 entry segment table and forms the real
address of the required destination node.

The second stage accesses the node from

one oi- two words in the main node store.

The resulting executable package is sent

to the processing unit via the output buffer •. The node store is 16K words long.

Figure 6 key:
double dotted lines represent asynchronous communications links.
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Figure 7
The processing unit.

The main processing work is achieved by a parallel

array of 15 bit-sliced, microprogrammable processing elements.
on AMD 2900 series devices with a microcycle time of 200 ns.

These are based
Distribution and

arbitration to and from the elements is performed synchronously.

On average, the

unit consumes executable packages once every 300 ns, and produces tokens at 200 ns
intervals.
The pre-processing pipeline stage performs system and monitoring tasks that
cannot be distributed to individual processors because they are not strictly
functional operations.

Figure 7 key:
double dotted lines represent asynchronous connnunications links.
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Figure 8
A

parallel array of data driven rings.

Very high processing rates might be

achieved by connecting together large numbers of pipelined rings, like the one
described in the article, in the kind of structure shown.

The unidirectional,

pipelined exchange switch is modularly extensible and of relatively simple
structure (compared to a cross-bar switch, for example).

For very large systems,

the major problem is to arrange for the workload to be distributed evenly between
the rings.
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